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Abstract - An Electrochemical model of metabolism is described that takes account of a 
variety of metabolic phenomena observed in our laboratory. These include a utilisation by 
hepatocytes of oxygen, substantially in excess of ATP requirements; energydependence of 
the [lactate~[pyruvate] ratio; non-equilibrium behaviour of the components of the lactate 
dehydrogenase reaction during ethanol oxidation, and linear relationships between cellular 
potentials and metabolic fluxes. In the light of these findings, we propose as an extension of 
the Mitchell chemiosmotic hypothesis, that metabolic pathways are under the control of 
opposing far-from-equilibrium chemical and electrical forces that poise the pathways in a 
balanced state of apparent equilibrium, allowing flux to be regulated by changes in the 
magnitude of cellular potentials. 

INTRODUCTION 

As a result of our studies of cellular metabolism spanning more than 30 years, it has become apparent to us that 
many of the metabolic processes observed in cells cannot readily be explained solely on the basis of solution 
chemistry. We have therefore made an attempt to devise an alternative to the chemical model that will provide a 
more satisfactory explanation for observed metabolic behaviour. The new model takes account of the fact that 
although thermodynamic equilibrium is incompatible with life, many individual pathways of living cells show the 
properties of systems operating close to equilibrium, such as efficiency, sensitivity and stability (1,2). 
The concepts and experimental work to be presented form the basis for the model which we term an 
Electrochemical model of metabolism, and which essentially represents an extension of the Mitchell chemiosmotic 
hypothesis (3). The concepts and experimental work to be presented form the basis for an Electrochemical model 
of metabolism which essentially represents an extension of the Mitchell chemiosmotic hypothesis (3). Mitchell's 
hypothesis postulates that the flow of electrons through the electron transport chain from substrate to oxygen is 
coupled to the vectorial translocation of protons from the mitochondrial matrix to the cytoplasmic surface of the 
inner membrane. In this manner an electrochemical proton gradient is created that stores a substantial portion of 
the free energy liberated in substrate oxidation. According to the hypothesis, dissipation of the gradient, 
associated with the flow of protons back to the matrix, is tightly coupled to the synthesis of ATP. The 
chemiosmotic hypothesis thus firmly establishes the concept that utilisation of the energy stored in an electric field 
enables the ATP synthase to catalyse the formation of ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate, a reaction that in 
the absence of electrical energy input would be thermodynamically highly unfavourable. 
The Electrochemical model presented here envisages that not only the ATP synthase, but other key mitochondrial 
inner membrane enzymes such as the nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase (4) and the NADH 
dehydrogenase (5) also come under the influence of electric fields. Furthermore, it is proposed that electric fields 
are not confined to the mitochondriai inner membrane, but are present in all membranes in which redox reactions 
take place. The association of key enzymes, particularly dehydrogenases and kinases, with such membranes is 
considered to result in these enzymes, too, coming under the influence of electrical forces. Electrical interactions 
of this kind are regarded as playing a fundamental role in the regulation of metabolism. 
The vectorial nature of an electric field implies that it can exert an influence on a susceptible enzyme only if that 
enzyme maintains a fixed geometry in relation to the field. Hence our model requires the existence of a high 
degree of cellular organisation. There is abundant evidence that this exists, in the form of a complex 
"cytoskeleton", consisting of an intricate network of microtubules, intermediate filaments and microfilaments (6), 
and a highly cross-linked "microtrabecular lattice" which envelopes ail subcellular organelles (7). The cytoskeletal 
elements are not confined to the cytoplasm, but extend within the nucleus and the plasma membrane, thereby 
forming a network that pervades and interconnects every region of the cell (8). A further degree of organisation 
appears to exist at the molecular level, in the form of enzyme complexes involving protein-protein interactions. 
Some of these protein associations, such as those formed by the enzymes of fatty acid or pyruvate oxidation in 
animal mitochondria, represent stable enzyme complexes whereas others are of an evanescent nature (9), being 
created by the temporary association of enzymes with each other, with membrane structures or with the 
cytoskeleton. Their formation and dissociation may depend on metabolic circumstances (10-12). Our own 
studies with isolated hepatocytes, employing Control Analysis (13), provide additional support for lntracellular 
enzyme organisation (14). 
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The postulated action of intracellular electric fields on enzymes is a fundamental element of our argument that the 
equilibrium behaviour exhibited by living systems does not represent true thermodynamic equilibrium, but rather 
an apparent dynamic equilibrium achieved by a balanced interplay of far-from-equilibrium forces (2). Thus, each 
far-from-equilibrium chemical reaction that occurs in living cells is balanced by an opposing electrical reaction. In 
effect, electrical energy is utilised to do work on cellular enzymes, thereby shifting the mass action ratio of the 
components of the reactions that they catalyse away from equilibrium. Favourable chemical reactions, i.e. those 
with a large negative AG, will be retarded whereas energetically unfavourable reactions will be promoted. As 
discuvsed in this paper, the resultant apparent equilibrium behaviour has dramatic effects on overall cellular 
metabolism. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Measurement of cellular oxygen uptake 
An important premise of the Electrochemical model is that a substantial portion of the 02-consumption of the living 
cell will be related to electrical energy generation, storage and flow rather than to ATP synthesis. In keeping with 
this a noteworthy feature of the respiratory behaviour of hepatocytes is their high rate of basal 02-uptake. The 
basal respiration, obtained with hepatocytes derived from fasted rats and incubated in a bicatbonate-saline 
medium, is more than 40% that of cells synthesising glucose and urea at maximal rates (15). This high rate of 
02-uptake in the absence of added substrates is difficult to explain on the basis of the resting cell’s apparent low 
requirement for ATP turnover, and can be compared to the substantial basal respiration of the whole animal at 
rest (16). It is also a well-recognised phenomenon that the oxidation of fatty acids by liver induces a stimulation of 
02-uptake that is considerably in excess of the increase that appears necessary to meet any additional 
requirements for cellular ATP resulting from the presence of fatty acid (17). Thus, there is good evidence that a 
substantial proportion of cellular respiration is not linked to ATP synthesis. In hepatocytes from normal rats the 
highest respiratory rate is more than twice the respiratory requirement for maximal ATP synthesis, and ATP- 
independent 02-uptake is even greater in cells from hyperthyroid animals (15). It seems reasonable to conclude 
that the extra respiratory capacity observed under various experimental conditions is associated with the ability to 
generate and dissipate cellular electrical energy. It seems probable that not only the mitochondria but other 
organelles of the cell are involved in respiration not linked to ATP-turnover. 

Investigation of the postulated near-equilibrium network 
A number of workers in the field of metabolism have suggested that a network of near-equilibrium reactions exists 
within the living cell (18), but this concept is not compatible with our Electrochemical model, which envisages 
living cells as open, highly organised systems, rich in vectorial processes, and therefore not amenable to exact 
description in terms of classical equilibrium thermodynamics. Determination of whether or not near-equilibrium 
exists for any major cellular reaction would therefore appear helpful in establishing the correctness or othewise of 
our model. One group of studies that throws doubt on the validity of the near-equilibrium model of metabolism 
indicates that maintenance of cellular redox state is energy-dependent. Thus, it is well established that agents 
that impair energy transduction inhibit the reduction by hepatocytes of pyruvate to lactate (19,20). An energy 
requirement for establishment and maintenance of the resting [lactatey[pymvate] ratio was confirmed by 
experiments in which hepatocytes incubated with lactate were exposed to successive increases in the 
concentration of the uncoupling agent 2,4dinitrophenol, which dissociates mitochondria1 electron transport from 
ATP synthesis. This treatment brought about incremental rises in the normal resting steady-state ratio (21). The 
[lactatey[pyruvate] ratio could also be increased by impairment of cellular energy state with the respiratory 
inhibitor, rotenone, but was restored to near-normal by addition of a rotenone-insensitive energy source (21,22). 
These observations indicate that the cytoplasmic [NAD+y[NADH] ratio is under energy-dependent control and 
therefore is not at thermodynamic equilibrium; hence the [lactatey[pyruvate] ratio, which equilibrates with the 
cytoplasmic NAD pool and reflects its redox state, likewise cannot be considered to represent thermodynamic 
equilibrium. 

In recent further studies to clarify whether or not the major redox reactions of living cells are maintained near 
thermodynamic equilibrium, we have carried out an examination of the effects of hepatic ethanol oxidation on 
cytoplasmic redox state. The rate of ethanol oxidation (Jethanol) was varied by exposing the cells to 
4-methylpyrazole, an inhibitor of alcohol dehydrogenase. Consistent features of these experiments were the rapid 
steep rise and subsequent more shallow decline in the [lactatey[pyruvate] ratio that took place immediately 
following ethanol addition: this decline continued even after Jethano1 had become constant and maximal. In view 
of this unexpected response, the effects of graded concentrations of 4-methylpyrazole on the relationship 
between Jethano1 and the [IactateMpyruvate] ratio were examined. The results of a representative experiment are 
shown In Fig. 1. In the absence of 4-methylpyrazoleI the pyruvate concentration fell sharply following ethanol 
oxidation and remained depressed for the remainder of the incubation period. In consequence, the 
[IactateMpyruvate] ratio rose steeply to reach a peak of just over 20011 within 5 min and then, as lactate was 
taken up by the hepatocytes, gradually declined towards its former value, but was still close to 80/1 after 60 min. 
For Incubations where graded concentrations of 4-methylpyrazole were present, the fall In pyruvate levels In the 
incubation media was less severe and the rise in the [lactatey[pyruvate] ratio correspondingly less steep. At 
these dower rates of ethanol oxidation, the return of the [lactateJ/[pyruvate] ratio towards steady-state was 
facilitated by release of pyruvate by the cells and therefore occurred earlier, the minimum level reached being an 
inverse function of JethanOl, so that at the highest degree of inhibition of ethanol oxidation observed, the 
steady-state [IactateMpyruvate] ratio had declined to near control values after 30 min (Fig. 1). 
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These findings indicate that the redox state of the cytoplasm, as determined from the [lactatelflpyruvate] ratio, 
was dependent on the rate of ethanol oxidation and not on ethanol concentration which was the same under all 
experimental conditions. This response of the [lactatelflpyruvate] ratio to Jethano1 is not In accord with the concepi 
that lactate dehydrogenase catalyses a near-equilibrium reaction. Rather, the data can be explained on the basis 
that the magnitude of the ratio Is determined not only by the interactions of lactate and alcohol dehydrogenases 
but also by the activity of the shuttle(s) responsible for transferring reducing equivalents from the cytoplasm to the 
mitochondria. The higher the shuttle activity, the faster will reducing-equivalents arising in ethanol oxidation be 
removed from the cytoplasm and this will tend to counteract the rise in the [lactate]/[pyruvate] ratio induced by 
ethanol oxidation. Shuttle activity is depressed at the commencement of the incubation due to a lack of shuttle 
intermediates, but accelerates as these accumulate (23). Hence the [lactatey[pyruvate] ratio will peak early in the 
experiment and subsequently decline (Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1 Change in [IactateMpyruvate] ratio in hepatocytes 
metabolising ethanol at different rates. 
Hepatocytes from fasted rats were incubated with 
Lactate 10 mM (8) or Lactate, 10 mM plus 
Ethanol, 12 mM in the absence (0) or presence 
of 2 (V), 4 (p), 6 (0) and 10 pM (0) 4-methyl- 
pyrazole. 
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Confirmation of the influence of shuttle activity on cytoplasmic redox state was achieved by exposing hepatocytes 
to graded concentrations of inhibitors of the malate-aspartate shuttle or of energy transduction. Depression of 
shuttle activity with either group of inhibitors caused a rise in the [lactatey[pyruvate] ratio and a substantial fail in 
the Jethanol. On the other hand, it was possible to stimulate shuttle activity in isolated hepatocytes by adding 
shuttle intermediates or their precursors to the incubation medium. We found that asparagine (24) was by far the 
most potent agent In this respect. Asparagine almost entirely relieved the effects of ethanol, so that pyruvate 
accumulated and the peak [IactateMpyruvate] ratio remained close to control values (data not shown). 
Our conclusion is that these results are not compatible with the existence of near thermodynamic equilibrium 
between cytoplasmic free NAD and the components of the reactions catalysed by the predominant cytoplasmic 
dehydrogenases. If the components of the reactions of lactate and alcohol dehydrogenases approached near 
equilibrium in a cytoplasmic compartment of the hepatocyte acting virtually as a closed system, it can be predicted 
that for any given concentration of lactate and ethanol, the same peak [lactatey[pyruvate] ratio would be achieved 
and maintained; although when alcohol dehydrogenase activity was impaired with 4-methylpyrazole it would be 
anticipated that this ratio might be attained more slowly. 

Linear relationships between cellular flows and forces 
During our examination of ethanol metabolism we obsewed a number of interesting relationships between 
Jethano1 and the cytoplasmic NAD-linked redox potential ( €hc) as derived from the [IactateMpyruvate] ratio. For 
example, during incubation of the cells with ethanol, with or without 4-methylpyrazole, we noted that at any given 
time-point Jethano1 was a linear function of €hc (Fig. 2). Furthermore, linear relationships were observed In the 
presence of the inhibitors aminooxyacetate (Fig. 2) or rotenone. We have observed the existence of similar linear 
relationships between cellular potentials and metabolic flows on numerous other occasions. For example, we 
found that rates of lactate formation from glycogen, fructose or pyruvate; glucose synthesis from lactate, pyruvate 
or fructose; and urea synthesis from ammonia, all show a linear response to changes in the magnitude of cellular 
potentials such as phosphorylation potential (AGp), redox potential (Eh) and inner mitochondria1 membrane 
electrical potential (AY) (25-27). AG (which normally mirrors AY) provides an indirect measure of the free energ) 
change (AG) of cellular ATP-couplecfreactions. Likewise & provides an indicator of AG for redox reactions. 
Hence changes in one or both of these potentials can be taken to signify corresponding changes in the AGof 
ATP- or NAD(P)-coupled reactions within the cell's metabolic pathways. 
Two important questions arise from this. Firstly, can a change in the activity of one or two reactions withln a 
pathway bring about a linear change in the rate of flux through the overall pathway? The answer to this has 
already been given in the affirmative as a consequence of studies (14,27) which showed that a linear change in 
the activity of a single enzyme can lead to a linear response for the whole pathway. When this type of behaviour 
is observed for several enzymes of an individual pathway, a phenomenon we have noted for both glycolysis (14) 
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Figure 2 Relationship between Jethano1 and cytoplasmic 
redox potential. 
Hepatocytes from fasted rats were incubated for 
40 min with Lactate, lOhM plus Ethanol, 12 mM 
in the presence of 0-10 pM 4-methylpyrazole (0) 
or 0-1 00 pM aminooxyacetate (0). 
The arrowhead indicates increasing concentration. 
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and gluconeogenesis (14,27), it can be taken to imply that the enzymes of that pathway form a single 
complex (28), and this is further compelling evidence for the existence of enzyme organisation. The second 
question is why should changes in AG invoke a linear response in relation to enzyme activity? According to 
kinetic theory, AG is related to the flux through a reaction (or reaction sequence) only when the reaction is poised 
close to equilibrium (2). It is obvious that the major energy-transducing reactions of the hepatocyte cannot be 
near or at equilibrium, else little or no flux could occur. Moreover, as already argued, our experimental findings 
are not compatible with the concept of the existence of a network of near-equilibrium reactions with the cell. 
The results can be satisfactorily explained by assuming that the observed linear response behaviour reflects a 
balanced interplay of energyaupled far-from-equilibrium chemical and electrical forces giving rise to apparent 
equilibrium (2). This balance of forces determines the resultant magnitude of the cellular redox potentials, which 
not infrequently are regarded as equilibrium potentials (29), but need to be perceived as poised in a 
far-fmmequilibrium steady-state by the continuous dissipation of electrical energy. This concept is embodied in 
the chemiosmtic hypothesis (3,30), and is manifest experimentally in the phenomenon of "reversed electron 
transfer (31-33). For an understanding of the mechanism involved, it may be helpful to take as an example the 
nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase (30) and envisage this membrane-bound redox enzyme, which spans 
the inner mitochondrial membrane, as a polarisable electrode. The transhydrogenase catalyses the conversion of 
mitochondrial NADH to NADPH, a reaction which thermodynamically can be expected to have an equilibrium 
constant of 1. However, under physiological conditions, the influence of the electric field across the inner 
membrane shifts the reaction strongly in favour of NADPH formation, thus bringing about a very substantial 
energydependent increase in the [NADPHY[NADH] ratio. Analogous actions of the inner membrane electric field 
on the NADH dehydrogenase can be anticipated to greatly influence the redox potential of the rnitochondrial 
matrix NAD pool, as measured by the ratio [phydroxybutyratey[acetoacetate] (29). 
A large amount of experimental work has shown that under many conditions reducing-equivalents are readily 
transferred from cytoplasm to mitochondria and, furthermore, in other circumstances reducing-equivalents pass 
from mitochondria to cytoplasm. It follows that the magnitudes of the redox potentials of the two compartments 
must be maintained functionally simiiar, despite the apparent large differences obtained by measurement of the 
steady-state [IactateMpynrvate] and @-hydroxybutyratey[acetoacetate] ratios. We conjecture that this near-to- 
isopotential state of the two compartments is achieved by the expenditure of electrical energy and assume that 
the site of this energy dissipation is the inner mitochondrial membrane. Although as yet the exact mechanism 
cannot be delineated, our working hypothesis on which present experimental work is based postulates that the 
dissipation of a portion of the energy stored in the electric field(s) across the inner membrane is coupled to a 
process of intercompartmental hydrogen transfer that favours reduction of mitochondrial, and oxidation of 
cytoplasmic, NAD. This process can also be regarded as analogous to that mediated intramitochondrially by the 
nicotinamide nucleotide transhydrogenase (30). 

Maintenance of the components of the ATP synthase reaction far-from-equilibrium 
This discussion of the consequences of the postulated balance between electrical and chemical forces has 
focussed on the influence of electric fields on cellular redox reactions. However, linear relationships are also 
observed between phosphorylation potential and the rates of many mitochondrial and cytoplasmic metabolic 
processes, some of which do not involve redox reactions. We conclude from this that the cellular phosphorylation 
potentials are also maintained in a state of apparent equilibrium. As argued in the chemiosmotic hypothesis, the 
establishment of an electric field across the inner mitochondrial membrane (3) provides the mechanism by which 
the mitochondrial AGp can be maintained in this state. It must be assumed that the cytoplasmic A is also held 

involving the adenine nucleotide translocase (34). Because in the context of the Electrochemical model all 
individual reactions of metabolic pathways must normally be poised at apparent equilibrium, it follows that other 
reactions with a high negative AG, such as those involving phosphatases, must also in some manner come under 
the influence of electric fields. 

at apparent equilibrium, by linkages between the mitochondria and cytoplasm, yet to be defined, bu Gp undoubtedly 
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The role of electric fields in the control of metabolic flux 

The maintenance of the NAD-linked redox potential of the cytoplasmic and mitochondrial compartments in a 
functionally isopotential condition, will have important consequences for metabolism. Much of the metabolic flux 
in both these compartments requires intercompartmental transfer of reducing-equivalents, which is mediated by 
various "shuttles" (35,36). Following electrodic principles (37) it can be concluded that the rate of such transfer, 
and hence of overall metabolic flux will be determined in part by the difference in potential between the two 
compartments. This conclusion provides a straightforward explanation for the many linear force-flow relationships 
described in our studies. If, as we argue, energy-dependent electric fields are harnessed to overcome the redox 
potential barrier between the two compartments and thus promote otherwise energetically unfavourable 
intercompartmental transfer of reducing-equivalents, ii follows that any agent that interferes with energy 
transduction will impede this transfer, and thus reduce metabolic flux. Under normal conditions, Interference with 
energy transduction does not take place, so that the most usual physiological mechanism for altering cellular 
redox potentials and thereby changing the rate of flux will be exposure of a cell to a substrate at a concentration 
that causes a shift in the redox potential of either the cytoplasmic or mitochondrial compartment, and hence a 
functional difference in potential between the two compartments. This will initiate intercompartmental 
reducing-equivalent transfer and flow until the compartments are once again functionally isopotential. 
Phosphorylation potential will also be susceptible to chemical agents which impair energy transduction, and 
particularly to hypoxia. The degree to which changes in physiological conditions can affect phosphorylation 
potential remains to be clarified. 
This argument does not discount the regulatory role of factors affecting enzyme activity. The total amount of 
enzyme protein, the availability of substrate at levels below saturation, the presence of allosteric effectors or 
inhibitors can all separately or together have a major impact on metabolic flux 1 (38). The capacity of transport 
systems may also be rate-limiting (39). These factors are extensively discussed in textbooks of biochemistry, but 
the likely function of electric fields in the regulation of metabolism is not generally recognised. It is hoped that this 
paper will stimulate interest in this possibility. 
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